
The Caterpillar and The Butterfly 
 
 

“Be Still and Know That I AM God”.  

Do you think that you can change ME?  Everything is in my hands. Do you think that anything 
that does happen, or supposedly could happen, Is not in MY hands?  
Do you think that a caterpillar can enter into its perfection as a butterfly without MY control? 
When even, already in Truth MY caterpillar contains everything within itself to become the 
Butterfly? 
How can a caterpillar help ME? Can you? 
 Even though my caterpillar may sense within itself that it is not all it could be?  Yet senses that 
one day it may „fly‟? And this is „good‟ for MY caterpillar „feels‟ there is yet greater heights to 
be achieved. And MY caterpillar „rests‟ and waits for ME to bring this „transformation‟ about. 
There is nothing that MY caterpillar can do to hurry things along, for my plan is perfect, and all 
things come to pass in MY time. 
Trust ME, I AM able to make YOU a butterfly, and rescue YOU from your life of going about on 
your belly, and seeing no further than the blades of grass that surround you. 
You say, “But I am just a „grub‟ a worm of the dust. I have no wings. I could never fly”. And you 
speak the Truth, for no caterpillar ever flew, even though „all‟ MY caterpillars have flown. And 
YOU too will fly, for MY promises are to be relied upon. I AM the ONE that, in MY time will lift 
your very Self up to a state of consciousness, where YOU will perceive that YOU actually are a 
butterfly. Once YOU have glimpsed this Truth, albeit for a moment, YOU WILL fly, for there will 
be nothing to keep YOU back from the so called „gravity‟ that holds „you‟ the caterpillar on the 
ground. This is why I told you, “If you would SEE MY Kingdom, or if you would enter it, you must 
be born again”. What possible hope would a caterpillar have of perceiving the Earth, spread 
out, like a blanket across the ground, in all its wonder and colour? Yet MY butterflies SEE this all 
the time, and to them this is nothing „amazing‟, to them it is normal. How wonderful is it, that 
your caterpillar eyes may be opened to the view and perspective that MY butterflies have? Do 
you think I AM some kind of tyrant that withholds this beautiful panoramic view from you? No, 
of course not. I love YOU, and it is MY pleasure to give YOU this Kingdom that MY butterflies 
SEE. 
Your perfect Trust in ME to bring this about is ALL that is necessary. Any help from you, to try 
and be butterfly-like only hinders ME. (Not that I actually could be hindered, but I say this for 
your sake). You have to go into your dark place. You have to enter your cocoon, and even this 
you are unable to do. But I AM able to bring this about, even though it may be painful and 
uncomfortable for you and I AM faithful, and I will do it. So thank ME when you feel this 
darkness and absence from MY Spirit, for this IS MY love for YOU, to bring YOU back to the very 
beginning. 
I will cause you to become all that I desire of YOU. I may not work in your time scale, as you are 
impatient and you want it ALL to happen now. And in Truth it does happen NOW. But your now 
and MY NOW are not the same. YOU must Trust ME, that I can and WILL do it in MY NOW and not 
yours. Even though in Truth it is already done. 
My Beloved, please „rest‟ and KNOW that I AM working for YOU. I always work and never cease. 
All things are possible to ME. I can even change a „grub‟ into a beautiful „flying‟ creature. Do 
YOU think I have anything less for YOU? 
I AM GOD and I AM able to accomplish ALL that I desire of you, and YOU are the desire of MY 
heart. I want YOU. I Love YOU. YOU ARE MY BUTTERFLY. Trust ME I will bring it to pass. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 


